1.
PL 4 – AJ - pro 9. roč.
A spring poem
soon / coming / spring / is
Spring.....................................................................

to bloom - kvést
to buzz - bzučet
to bud - pučet

green / bloom / flowers / is / and
Grass.......................................................................
are / from / returning / south / the
Birds........................................................................
about / are / buzzing / all
Bees.........................................................................
everywhere / budding / are
Leaves......................................................................
! / here / finally / spring / is/
Spring.......................................................................

Three animal jokes - fill in answers - you, read, black, tree, newspaper, fall
Question : When is it bad luck to see a 1........................cat?
Answer : When 2....................are a mouse!
Question : How do you get an elephant down from a 3...........................?
Answer : Put him on a leaf and wait until 4..........................!
Joe :
I lost my dog.
Lauren : Why don´t you put an ad in the 5........................................?
Joe :
Don´t be silly! He can´t 6.......................
ad = advertisement

Unscramble / dešifruj/ these Easter words.
1. ELATHCCOO GGSE
2. TEAESR YNUNB
3. AIPNGITN SGEG
4. THO SROSC SBNU

2.
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What´s the problem?
Match the animals to the problems they might have in Wildwood.
1 sheep

A. My friends don´t want to visit me. They don´t want to get wet.

2. tiger

B. It´s too hot in the summer, I can´t take off my sweater.

3. monkey

C. My neck hurts. My friends are too short and I have to look down to talk to
them.

4. giraffe

D. My food can talk to me. I need earplugs to eat lunch.

5. duck

E. I can´t sleep, because the birds are always singing near my bed.
earplugs – špunty do ucha

A weather puzzle :
Find 19 weather words .
Windystormygalescloudyhailssunnyhotjsnowyhaverainydroughttornadoeswetmyfoggyfloodeyecold
heatwavesondryiceyouhurricanes.
Weather :
Extreme weather :

Salamanders :
Choose the correct answer.
1. Salamanders like to be in the sun.
A. True
B. False

C. Only at night

2. What happens if a salamander´s skin is not wet.
A. It dies.
B. It changes colour.
3. Are salamanders nocturnal? (noční)
A. No
B. Yes

C. Nothing

C. Sometimes.
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Solution

Spring poem:
Spring, spring is coming soon.
Grass is green and flowers bloom.
Birds are returning from the south.
Bees are buzzing all about.
Leaves are budding everywhere.
Spring, spring is finally here.
Three animal jokes: 1. black, 2. you, 3. tree, 4. fall,5. newspaper, 6. read.
Unscramble : 1. chocolate eggs, 2. Easter Bunny, 3.painting eggs, 4. hot cross buns.
What´s the problem? : l. B, 2. D, 3. E, 4. C, 5. A.
A weather puzzle : Weather : windy, stormy, cloudy sunny, hot, snowy, rainy, wet, foggy ,cold, dry,
ice.
Extreme weather: gales, hail, drought, tornadoes, flood, heatwaves, hurricanes.
Salamanders : 1. B, 2. A, 3. B.

